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Experiment 1: Indirect comparison

Intro: Pronouns & Self-awareness
Pronominal co-reference has been argued to be sensitive to the
mental state of an attitude holder:
Self-aware co-reference (“de se”):
Trump reads a tweet of himself which he is impressed by and says
“I will become president.”

Sample Context (translated from German), Exp. 1 (18 items)
Self-aware Co-reference
Unself-aware Co-reference
Mary is rummaging around in a box in the Mary is rummaging around in a box in the
attic where she keeps memorabilia from
attic where she keeps memorabilia from
her schooldays.
her schooldays.

Unself-aware co-reference (“de re”):
Trump reads an anonymized tweet that he is impressed by but
does not recognize as his own and says
“Whoever tweeted this will become president”.

Therein she finds a poem with her name.

“I’m totally a genius!”

“Whoever wrote this is totally a genius!”

(1)

TrumpT thinks heT will become president.

(2)

TrumpT expects [PROT to become president].

Mary’s housemate Peter hears Mary and
goes up to the attic himself later.

Mary’s housemate Peter hears Mary and
goes up to the attic himself later.

There he reads the poem.

There he discovers that Mary’s name is on the
backside of the poem.

Pronoun Typology for sensitivity
of co-reference to self-awareness

Since she likes the poem so much, she says Since she likes the poem so much, she says
to herself:
to herself:

Self-awareness

+

-

personal pronouns (P-Pros)

✓

✓

PRO [Chierchia 1989],
long-distance reflexives [Anand 2006]
epithets [Patel-Grosz 2012],
German dem. pronouns (D-Pros) [Göbel 2019]
German D-Pros [Hinterwimmer & Bosch 2018]

✓





✓





Grammaticized Self-awareness Hypothesis:
The sensitivity to self-awareness is a grammaticized property of
pronominal expressions.

Therein she finds a poem without a name.

Later he tells his girlfriend over the phone: Later he tells his girlfriend over the phone:
Sample Target Sentences, Exp. 1
“Maria hat behauptet, …
‘Mary claimed …

sie / die
she(PPro/DPro)
PRO
PRO

sei ein Genie.”
is.SUBJ a genius.’

P-Pro/ D-Pro

ein Genie zu sein.”
to be a genius.’

PRO

Results
❖ general decrease of acceptance for –Self-awareness contexts
but no pronoun differences, contrary to expectations

Method: binary response whether target was compatible with context

❖ same pattern replicated with Likert scale and small changes

Prediction: +Self-aware: P-Pro/PRO > D-Pro ;

➢ does complexity of contexts lead to shallow processing of pronouns?

-Self-aware: P-Pro > D-Pro > PRO

Experiment 2: Direct comparison

➢ Research Question: Are pronouns differentially sensitive to selfawareness, independently of anticipated complexity effect?

Method
▪ target sentences (after context) presented with blank in embedded subject position:

Preview: Pragmatic components of use may matter!

Mary claimed ___ is a genius.

Conclusions: Complexity & Expressivity

▪ two possible completions presented at respective ends of scale:

▪ Unself-awareness contexts lead to acceptability decrease:

X

➢ processing cost due to need for referential interpretation of
pronoun (in contrast to binding) or memory load for representing
mental attitudes

slightly
left

equal

slightly
right

strongly
right

only
right

Y

▪ comparison always included a P-Pro matching gender of protagonist on the left
▪ alternative varied between D-Pro with matching gender (critical comparison)
and P-Pro with mismatching gender (control comparison)

▪ Participants showed little/no sensitivity to pronoun differences
unless they had to compare them directly

o additionally, exit poll to indicate how often participants use D-Pros and to what
extent they perceive their use as pejorative (5-point scales)

➢ complexity/task demands may lead to shallow processing;
suggests special status of constraints (in contrast to e.g. locality
constraints of reflexives) and argues against Hypothesis

Results
❖ P-Pro overall strongly preferred and almost exclusively so in +Self-awareness contexts

▪ non-significant interaction in Exp.2 more in line with Hinterwimmer
& Bosch (2018), but effect of comparison in line with Göbel (2019)

❖ weakened P-Pro preference for –Self-awareness contexts, as well as when comparison
was with D-Pros (but no interaction)

➢ moreover, relevance of perceiving D-Pros as pejorative in line
with the latter and suggests new hypothesis:
Expressivity Hypothesis:
Sensitivity to self-awareness is due to pragmatic component of
pronominal expressions (potentially due to competition).

only strongly
left
left

❖ small trend of D-Pros being more preferred if perceived as pejorative
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Appendix A: Replication of Experiment 1 with Likert Scale

Sample Context (translated from German), Exp. 1b (18 items)
Self-aware Co-reference
Unself-aware Co-reference
Mary is rummaging around in a box in Mary is rummaging around in a box in
the attic where she keeps memorabilia. the attic where she keeps memorabilia.

Relevant Changes

▪ 7-point Likert scale instead of binary choice
▪ contexts shortened to four sentences across the board (see to the right)
▪ target sentences no longer presented as direct speech but as character’s
thoughts

Therein she finds an old poem that she
wrote and likes, and says:

Therein she finds a poem that she likes,
and says:

“I’m totally a genius!”

“Whoever wrote this is totally a genius!”

Later, Mary’s housemate Peter, who heard Later, Mary’s housemate Peter, who heard
Mary, goes up to the attic himself and is Mary, goes up to the attic himself and
equally impressed by the poem.’
discovers Mary’s name on the back of the
poem.’

▪ syntax of embedded finite clauses (P-Pro/D-Pro) changed from V2 to
V-final (V2 intuitively making D-Pro more – and maybe too much so –
acceptable)

Legend for Results above

▪ as in Experiment 1, attitude verbs restricted to behaupten (‘claim’) and
meinen (‘mention’/’suppose’) to allow for both finite and infinitive
complements

▪ ‘De Se’ = +Self-aware, ‘De Re’ = -Self-aware
Sample Target Sentences for P-Pro/D-Pro, Exp. 1b (PRO as before)

“Maria hat behauptet, …

dass

sie / die

ein Genie ist.”

‘Mary claimed …

that

she(PPro/DPro) is.SUBJ a genius.’

P-Pro/ D-Pro

▪ ‘true’ & ‘false’ fillers = unambiguously true or
false referring expression in target sentence
▪ ‘indirect’ fillers = referring expression in target
sentence requiring additional inference
▪ ‘ext. de re’ fillers = as –Self-aware but with
attitude not being about self

Appendix B: Pre-Version of Exp. 2 & Additional Details
Relevant Differences between Pre-version & Exp. 2
▪ scalar mid-point for pre-version was “no difference” (thus ambiguous between both bad or
both good), whereas Exp. 2 split up mid-points into “equal (both good)” and “equal (both
bad)”, the latter being counted as N/A
▪ number of items was increased from 16 in the pre-version to 20 in Exp. 2
▪ the control comparison used false proper names or indexicals instead of P-Pros mismatching in
gender, which was changed to make sure the dissimilarity between forms does not play a role
Legend for Results for Pre-version to the immediate right
▪ ‘DP Control’ = P-Pro (left) vs DP (right), with DP being only option
▪ ‘Ext. de re’ = P-Pro (left) vs DP (right), as Exp. 1b
▪ ‘Anti-Topic’ = P-Pro (left) vs D-Pro (right), “X told Y that ___”, with X and Y matching in gender
and Y being only possible completion

▪ ‘Exclam’ = P-Pro (left) vs D-Pro (right), target being simple exclamatives (“___ is such an idiot!”)

RESULTS OF EXP. 2 WITH BOXPLOTS OVER ITEMS
INSTEAD OF SUBJECTS

